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Is Your E-mail Ranked Read It or Delete It?
Here are five things you can do to get
suspects, prospects and even customers to
open your e-mail, read it and take action
because of it:
1. Send it at the right time.
Business to business? Send in
the middle of the week (although
recent research suggests
weekends are not bad for anager
targets). Consumer? Send on
Thursday or Friday.
2. Give it a great subject line.
Regardless of what e-mail
software you use, the subject line
is the single most important piece
of copy.

3. Personalize it. Simply putting the name of the
recipient in the subject line can increase the
number of people opening the message by 10%.
And research indicates that more than half of
those will click through to linked web sites.
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Subject lines that generate curiosity or charm the
addressee are better than hard sell offers. In
some cases all text e-mails have been more
effective than those with photos and illustrations.

4. Keep it brief. In direct mail,
long copy is not bad and, many
times proves to be more effective
than short copy. That is not the
case for e-mail. One company, by
mistake, got their highest response
ever when they included only the
headlines in an e-mailing. Bulleted
or numbered copy tends to score
higher in readership and click
through rates.

5.Include multiple links. Put hot links into your
message to take interested readers to in-depth
information. Include two or three links to more
data and one opt-out link. The first link should
take the reader to the most convincing data you
have about your offering. But you already tested
for that, right?
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